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ROBUST TURKISH
CONSUMPTION AT RISK
FROM CORONAVIRUS

RECORD CROP MAKES
BRAZIL RELIABLE
EXPORTER YEAR ROUND

INDIA NET IMPORTER IN
AUG/JAN

ISSUE NO. 1061

US IMPORTS FROM
XINJIANG LIKELY TO BE
BANNED

2020/21 US COTTON CROP OUTLOOK
CROP INSURANCE SUPPORT PRICE DECLINE
COULD ENDANGER WEST TEXAS ACREAGE

W

hen the current Farm Bill was created, China
was the cotton powerhouse, efforts were being
made to make the US cotton program more responsive
to market conditions, and passage of the bill faced
difficult headwinds. The US cotton program has been
on the defensive ever since the industry lost at the
WTO court. The US cotton program’s WTO loss is one
of the major accomplishments of the WTO’s attempt to
deal with agriculture subsidies. However, the WTO has
failed miserably in their dealings with China’s extensive
subsidies in cotton and other agriculture products. An
example of this is the breathtaking subsidies of the
2011-2013 period, in which it provided record subsidies
for 50-60 million bales that were measured and made
public by the ICAC. Despite this, the US cotton industry
sat quietly and brought no charges to the WTO. This
failure has essentially made the WTO mechanisms
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against agriculture subsidies ineffective and toothless.
The winners have been Brazil and Australia, which
receive limited to no subsidies and have been protected
against the US excessive practices, such as the Step
2 payment, which was called illegal. Against this
backdrop, each Farm Bill since the WTO ruling has
taken the ruling into consideration as the benefits are
outlined. Cotton is often treated as an outlier.

ISSUE NO. 1061

History Yield Option. Growers choose from 50% to 85%
coverage with the government providing a subsidy.
The revenue insurance average yield is based on the
county average yield. For the West Texas region, the
USDA has already announced the average yields that
will be used in the agriculture insurance program. For
irrigated acreage, the average yield ranges from 786
lbs. per acre to 1,351 lbs., and for dryland the average
yield ranges from only 195 to 606 lbs. per acre. The
extremely low level of the dryland acreage highlights
the extreme marginal nature of growing cotton in
sections of the Texas High Plains. The reduction in the
target price means revenue coverage will be reduced
for all farmers. The bigger impact may be in the Texas
High Plains region where crop insurance plays a crucial
role in the economics of planting cotton. A drop of
7% in price is crucial when the average yield covered
is so low. Thus, the reduction in the price raises the
question as to its impact on West Texas cotton acreage.
The lower crop insurance along with the lower futures
market has the attention of bankers. The price level is
likely to make it more difficult for many producers to
obtain crop finance.

Those who target each Farm Bill for its aid to farmers
like to point to one feature which draws lots of
attention, the subsidized crop insurance program.
Farmers may purchase insurance against the loss of
their crops due to natural disasters, such as drought,
freeze, Hail, flood, fire, insect, disease and wildlife,
or a loss of revenue due to a decline in price. Federal
crop insurance is sold and serviced by private sector
crop insurance companies and agents. It is, however,
regulated by the Federal government. It is the envy
of the Ag world and has never yet been duplicated.
The revenue insurance has drawn lots of attention.
The price upon which the revenue insurance is based
changes annually and is the average of the ICE Dec
futures price during the month of February. The
average price in February fell to 68.20 cents, down
more than 7% from the 2019 average of 73.40 and the
lowest since February 2016 when it averaged 59.66
cents. In 2016, the US planted only 9.878 million acres.

Growers use the crop insurance program extensively.
During 2018, US growers planted 14.1 million acres
of cotton across the southern U.S. Coverage under
crop insurance totaled a combined 13.1 million acres
across the revenue protection, yield protection, and
area-based policies that represented 93% of all cotton
acreage. You may buy crop insurance coverage under
one of the insurance plans that offers Catastrophic Risk
Protection, Yield Protection, Revenue Protection, or
Revenue Protection with Harvest Price Exclusion where
available. Additional Options are Area Risk Protection
Insurance, Area Risk Protection Insurance with
Harvest Price Exclusion, Stacked Income Protection
(STAX), Stacked Income Protection with Harvest Price
Exclusion, and Trend-Adjusted Actual Production

Pakistan denims US cotton price support collapses after
WTO loss sector now a global leader

A large block of US acreage could be affected. The
High and Rolling Plains planted 6,104,500 acres to
cotton in 2018. The lower crop insurance target prices
and the lower futures price suggest that over two
million acres is in doubt. For the majority of growers
there are really few alternatives. The USDA has not
commented, but the sharp reduction in the insurance
price has occurred due to special conditions, the
special condition being the Coronavirus. This suggests
the USDA should take actions to adjust the price
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years the US will need to increase its cotton acreage,
which is an important agriculture product that can be a
valued added product in the Americas. The West Texas
region can play an important role in this but will need
innovative support for crop insurance, water supplies,
management, new research, and initiatives to increase
yields. Instead of US policy being on the defensive, it
needs to be bold and innovative.

to compensate for this situation. It is unclear if the
Secretary of Agriculture has the authority to make
such an adjustment, but without the adjustment many
hundreds of farmers could fail to obtain financing. This
would likely mean US cotton acreage could fall back
toward 12 million acres or less, which would be down
sharply from the NCC survey of 13.0 million acres.
Without action from the USDA, significant economic
damage will occur across the West Texas region. US
farm policy has been lacking innovation and on the
defense since the WTO Brazil case. Policy makers
and lawmakers have been intimidated since that time
and unable to look for out-of-the-box solutions. The
USDA needs a new crop insurance policy for the West
Texas region along with programs to assist farmers in
boosting yields and farmers returns. The West Texas
region has some of the most volatile weather conditions
in the US, and average dryland yields are below those
of India. Irrigation water supplies are unreliable, and
there has been no comprehensive policy on water to
address the issue. There is simply no excuse for such
low productivity and lack of financial assistance.
As the global supply chains move over the next few
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LACK OF WTO ACTION ON CHINESE COTTON
SUBSIDIES A MAJOR PROBLEM

T

he fear of trade retaliation has kept all the major
cotton producers of the world quiet, as China
distorts global cotton supplies by providing 30-40 cents
a lb. of more subsidies to Xinjiang cotton producers
each year. This fear that Beijing would punish any
country by disallowing its cotton imports if the country
challenged its cotton subsidy level has allowed record
unchecked expenditures since the 2011/2012 season.
The lack of WTO action regarding China’s cotton
subsidies has made a mockery of the entire agriculture
segment of the WTO. It also has meant that 22 million
bales of cotton were produced annually that would
not have been produced under normal economic
conditions. This is the cotton grown in Xinjiang where
the subsidies are provided to the largest farmers in
China. It is also part of a wider campaign to expand
Han Chinese influence, which has resulted in the mass
arrest of the local Uyghurs and their confinement
in concentration camps being used to provide free
labor to manufacturing plants. The subsidies are not
being provided to the same degree in Eastern China
to the small plot producers. The largest recipient
of the subsidy is the Production and Construction
Corporations.

in Xinjiang and the cost to the environment, since the
crop uses the largest amount of the massive irrigation
supplies transferred from the north.
In this age of US, Brazilian, Australian, and other
farmers fighting for their economic well being, how can
the US, Brazilian, and Australian governments take no

The cotton industry marvels at the success of Xinjiang’s
cotton industry, which produces some of the top
yields in the world. However, when the subsidies
required to grow the cotton and the environmental
cost are taken into consideration, the industry pales
compared to the success of the Australian and Brazilian
cotton industries, both of which are grown with little
government assistance. Australian growers have far
exceeded the yield of Xinjiang without a penny in
subsidy and far less environmental impact. Brazilian
growers have produced record dryland yields of nearly
eight bales per hectare, which is very near the average
yield in Xinjiang. The difference is the subsidy required
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action to stop this practice. The Coronavirus crisis has
illustrated that China certainly needs a recalculation of
its priorities. How can such spending be maintained?
For the rest of the world, a 10-15 million bales decline
in Chinese cotton production would change the price
profitability of the crop.

ISSUE NO. 1061

80,000 Uyghurs from the Xinjiang concentration camps
to 27 factories in nine or more major provinces in China
to provide work in major domestic and multinational
factories. This new revelation appeared last week and
was very concerning as it revealed that forced labor
was not just a problem with the Xinjiang factories, but
could occur in any Chinese factory. With each passing
day, the Chinese efforts in Xinjiang draw more and
more controversy.

The Australian Strategic Policy Institute published
government documents that show that China transferred

COULD ROBUST TURKISH CONSUMPTION BE ENDANGERED
BY EUROPEAN CORONAVIRUS OUTBREAK?
Germany was the largest
individual market in 2019, with
exports of 3.684 billion USD.
It is also the largest market in
the EU, and their retail sales
in 2019 increased by 1.8%.
The latest data indicates the
outbreak of the Coronavirus
has already had a negative
impact on the economy, with
a sharp slowdown in car sales.
Several large international
conventions and trade shows in
Germany have been canceled due to the outbreak, and
similar cancellations are increasing in Italy. Germany
imports over 55 billion USD of textiles and apparel,
with China and Bangladesh the top suppliers followed
by Turkey. The issues with the Chinese supply chain
should give Turkish exporters an advantage over
Chinese exporters during the first half of 2020.
Spain is the second largest market in the EU with 2018
exports of 2.7 billion USD, followed by the UK at 2.47
billion USD, and Italy as the fifth largest export market
with shipments of 1.367 billion USD in 2018. Italy’s
economy has taken a very hard turn since the outbreak
of the virus, exacerbating an already weak economy.
In February, its manufacturing activity contracted for
the 17th consecutive month. Northern Italy has been
especially devastated in the second half of February
due to the virus. The epidemic has put a very important
economic region under quarantine, which is expected
to push the country into a recession during the first
quarter of 2020. The virus has also started to spread
into France, another important market with shipments
of over 1 billion USD in 2018.

T

urkey is one of the major centers of what has been
robust non-Chinese cotton consumption. Turkish
textile and apparel exports have been expected to
reach 29 billion USD in 2020. Turkey is expected to
consume 7.2 million bales in 2019/2020, making it the
fourth largest consumption market in the world outside
of China. This robust consumption has increased cotton
imports to the extent that August–January imports
reached 468,218 tons or 2,151,227 bales. This is more
than double the previous season when usage was
depressed by their domestic financial crisis. Turkey
is predicted to import 4.1 million bales in 2019/2020.
Their top export market for textile and apparel is
Europe and Central Asia, where in 2018 this region
accounted for 70% of all exports.

Iran, another epicenter of the Covid-19 outbreak, is an
important customer of Turkey. The domestic economy
has been dramatically weakened by US sanctions. In
5
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2018, it officially imported 467 million USD of Turkish
textile and apparel.
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Turkish products is quite good and excellent quality.
Turkey has a robust domestic cotton industry that
supplies a large portion of their spinning needs. The
balance of their cotton needs are imported, with the US,
Brazil, and Greece the top suppliers. The US shipped
141,428 tons of cotton in August–January, followed by
Brazil at 114,576 tons, while Greece shipped 83,542 tons.

Turkey has an estimated 7.5 to 8.0 million spindles
and more than 700,000 rotors, which suggests cotton
consumption still has room to grow. However,
that growth will likely stall due to the slowdown
in European retail if the current virus outbreak is
extended, but there is no way to know the extent of
the weakness. Turkish exporters have an advantage
over their Chinese competition thanks to their ability to
provide just-in-time delivery with a very short supply
chain. The Corvid-19 epidemic has caused some
problems with Chinese shipments, which caused EU
brands and retailers to switch sourcing. The quality of

Turkish mills were very active buyer of imported cotton
last week during the decline in ICE futures. US lower
grades were very popular, with E/MOT 42/51 5-36
selling in volume at 650 points on along with a variety of
shorter staple lots. Brazil was also aggressively sold, with
SLM 1 1/8 being popular at 700 points on May and July.

RECORD CROP MAKES BRAZIL RELIABLE
YEAR ROUND SUPPLIER
are very attractive, and the quality suggests these offers
are from Bahia. Middling 1 3/16 offers are at 1200
points on May, Middling 1 1/8-1 3/16 offers are at 1100
points on May, and SLM 1 5/32-1 3/16 are offered at
1050 points on May. The Standard Middling 1 1/8 is
offered at 950-1000 points on May.
Brazil is expected to be an active shipper through
July into the first movement of new crop. Export
shipments in February were sharply reduced by lack of
movement to China and port delays. New crop offers
are now aggressive, with Middling 1 1/8 offered at
875-1000 points on Dec 2020 futures. Middling 1 5/32
are at 1000-1100 points on Dec, and Strict Middling
1 1/8 at 1050 points on Dec 2020. Very active sales
were noted last week in Pakistan, where new crop
SLM 1 1/8 was sold at 700-750 points on Dec 2020
and Middling 1 1/8 at 800-850 points. As we discussed
last week, we expect the Pakistan import demand to
continue in 2020/2021, with limited improvement in the
domestic crop and increasing consumption as supply
chains are moved. Exporters are therefore putting
greater emphasis on this market, and the willingness
of exporters to cut the 2020/2021 basis to 700-750 for
a SLM 1 1/8 is approximately 300 points below what
would be considered a typical E/MOT basis. This
suggests a possible very aggressive period ahead for
competition between the US and Brazil for non-Chinese
business.

N

ormally, as the second quarter of the next year
after harvest begins, exportable supplies of
Brazilian cotton are tightening. Now, with production
nearly 13 million bales, that is no longer the case.
Today, the larger Brazilian exporters have catalogs
of 2019 crop still offered despite the record exports.
Growers with any unsold 2019 crop have benefited
from the sharp fall in the Real/USD exchange rate,
increasing the return on cotton. The excellent quality
of the 2019 crop is illustrated by the current merchant
offerings. A block of Middling and Strict Low Middling
1 5/32 to 1 3/16 offers are still available. Offering prices

6
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The Real/USD exchange rate has proven to be a
sizeable boost for growers of the 2020 crop who have
unsold crops. Most of the inputs for the 2020 crop
were purchased at a much better exchange rate. The
Real/USD rate on March 5th hit a new record low of
4.6327, which reflected a 15% loss for the year. The
Real exchange rate has been very hard hit by Brazil’s
heavy focus on exports to China, making it the worst
performing currency in 2020. The weakness has
occurred despite repeated Central Bank intervention.
The exchange rate will reduce 2021 and 2022 crop
acreage, as it has increased the cost of inputs. Traders
are closely monitoring Chinese demand since an
absence of demand will put pressure on the basis when
the 2020 crop starts to move.

DRAMATIC DROP IN FUTURES TRIGGERS MASSIVE EXPORT
OFFTAKE IN US STYLES

T

since the February 27th reporting period. A large
volume of Brazilian old crop and Brazilian new crop was
sold at very aggressive levels. US styles, and Tanzanian
Middling 1 1/8 also sold in volume. Aggressive sales of
West African styles were noted. ELS sales were active
with Pima, Sudanese, and Greek ELS sold.

he collapse in ICE futures toward 60 cents triggered
widespread export offtake, with much of that
demand showing up in the US weekly export sales
report for the week ending February 27th. Gross
2019/2020 upland sales hit 475,500 running bales,
while cancelations reduced net sales to 395,500 running
bales. Vietnam was again the number one buyer taking
102,500 running bales, taking total purchases now
to 3,173,400 running bales of upland. The volume of
Vietnam’s purchases over the past 60 days indicates,
first, that there is very little concern that shipments
between Vietnam and China will face any significant
disruptions due to the virus. Second, Chinese-owned
Vietnamese spinners appear to expect cotton yarn
demand from Chinese weavers and knitters to be
maintained. Vietnam has also been a strong buyer of
Brazilian styles. Turkey was the second largest buyer,
taking 77,500 running bales, which brought their
purchases to 1,537,600 running bales of US upland.

Bangladesh remained active, taking 44,000 running
bales of US while also a buyer of West African styles.
A wide variety of other importers took up small to
medium volumes. Pima export sales reached a net
9,100 running bales for 2019/2020. A total of 53,200
running bales of upland were sold for 2020/2021. A
total of 487,200 running bales of Pima and 14,042,900
running bales of upland have been sold for 2019/2020
shipment.
Export shipments were very impressive, reaching the
highest level of the season at 478,200 running bales
of upland and 15,800 running bales of Pima. This
far exceeded the average weekly shipment volume
required to meet the USDA target. This was the highest
weekly shipment volume since May 3rd, 2018. Weekly
export shipments will need to exceed 400,000 running
bales a week to meet the USDA 16.5 million bale
export target.

Pakistan remained a very important market, with gross
sales to Pakistan totaling 100,400 running bales, but
cancelations of 38,400 running bales reduced net sales
to 62,300 running bales. Pakistan has now purchased
a record 1,830,900 running bales of US cotton, and a
large volume of turnover has been noted in Pakistan
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INDIA NET IMPORTER FOR AUGUST-JANUARY
DESPITE SURGE IN EXPORTS

S

Bangladesh taking 237,210
tons followed by China,
the second largest market
at 73,044 tons. A large
volume of cotton was
due to arrive in China
in February. Indonesia
and Vietnam were minor
markets.

o far, Indian styles
have played a very
limited role in global trade
during the majority of the
2019/2020 season, as CCI
purchases support local
prices and domestic mills
are forced to bridge the
tight 2018/2019 stocks
gap with imports before
the arrival of new crop.
During the August-January
period, India imported
395,273 tons or 1,816,082 bales, and the bulk of the
imports came in during the first portion of the period,
with January imports dropping to 16,885 tons. The
top supplier was the US, which supplied 179,130 tons.
Brazil was the third largest supplier at 31,124 tons. The
second largest supplier was the African Franc Zone
at 60,777 tons. Australia and Mexico accounted for a
modest volume. Indian mills continue in the market for
small volumes weekly, as mills need imported styles for
quality considerations.

Indian domestic prices
have collapsed over the
past 30 days. Last week,
the domestic prices moved to new seasonal lows as
Shankar-6 1 1/8 ex gin hit 38,750 Rupees per candy.
A weaker Rupee meant the price reached 67.45 cents
and J-34 hit 66.60 a lb. The price has fallen from 41,000
rupees in January for a Shankar-6 to last week’s lows.
Exporters remain aggressive, with Shankar-6 1 5/32
offered at 650 points on May and S-6 1 1/8 offered at
600 points on May. An Indian roller-ginned 1 1/8 is
offered at 345 points on May. The CCI has introduced
a branded Indian cotton called Hira that will meet some
solid quality guidelines.
Arrivals continue at 180,000 bales or more daily. The
CCI has purchased 5.7 million bales as of February
17th, with much of that volume purchased in Telangana
and Maharashtra.

Indian cotton exports jumped sharply in January,
reaching 160,085 tons, the highest level in two years,
with Bangladesh and China the top buyers. AugustJanuary exports have totaled 363,393 tons, with

CHINESE MILLS RETURN TO WORK SLOWLY
worker shortages, many businesses, have insufficient
people to operate at normal capacity. In order to
meet the government targets, some businesses have
been operating machines without output to show the
needed electricity usage. This has made outside analysis
dependent on traffic and pollution measurements to
gage the progress of getting their labor force back
to work. Overall, approximately 70% of the largest
operations have returned to work in textiles and
apparel but are operating at very low capacity. Only
30% of the small-to-medium sized textile and apparel
operations have reopened. The problem is the efforts
needed to avoid infection from the virus and a shortage
of cash requirements. Workplaces are being disinfected
and workers screened carefully. Workers continue to be
quarantined. Strict regulations are in place to segregate
workers and make them keep certain distances in
elevators, etc. Operations in Xinjiang have been very
slow to return to work due to the slow progress of

C

hina is slowly getting back to work, but the lack
of transparency is making any clear measurement
difficult. It appears that everyone fears the corruption
of data. Local government and businesses have been
provided targets for getting back to work. Because of
8
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workers returning from the East. Transport is returning
to normal, with essential supplies being the focus.
Cotton movement is extremely slow, as is demand.
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The China Cotton Association estimated the 2020/2021
crop acreage at 45,574,800 MU or 3,038,320 hectares,
which is a 5.9% decline from 2019/2020. Cotton
movement in February in Xinjiang was sharply below
year-ago levels. Total movement fell 65% to 126,800
tons, with only 5,500 tons moved by truck. The
association continues to estimate 2019/2020 cotton use
at 8.02 MMT or 36.765 million bales, which accounts for
zero impact from the Coronavirus epidemic.

Plentiful supplies of imported cotton remain at the
bonded warehouses. Stocks at Zhangjiagang Port are at
75-80,000 tons, with over 15,000 tons arriving in 2020.
Domestic Chinese prices found support from buying
by the Reserve and an announcement for additional
purchases March 16th-April 10th. Chinese mills have
now been able to receive exemptions to purchase
US cotton free of the 25% duty and are inquiring for
small volumes. Spinners face very uncertain demand
prospects. Exemptions for US soybeans have also
been granted, but the nearby focus appears to be on
Brazilian beans because of price.

As the week ended, protests were being reported in
China over unpaid wages and shortages of cash for
small business operations. It’s clear that it will be some
time before conditions return to pre-virus levels.

CHINA’S 36 BILLION US DOLLAR TEXTILE AND APPAREL
EXPORTS TO US AT RISK DUE TO FORCED UYGHUR LABOR
leaked documents of the transfers to 83 Chinese and
international brand plants in nine provinces.
The reaction by the brands and retailers was muted
by the coverage of expansion of the virus and the
growing list of countries now affected. At the heart
of the issue are weak policies from the US and other
countries over the last ten years, where administration
after administration turned a blind eye to China’s
practices. The final decoupling came when China was
granted MFN status permanently. During the course
of the investigations into the concentration camps it
was revealed that China operates a large network of
forced labor factories from its vast prison network.
This prison network houses not only criminals, but
is also home to thousands of political prisoners and
others who are imprisoned for being Christians. It has
been revealed that these groups have been forced into
labor brigades that have been shipped to Xinjiang to
develop its cotton fields and other major agriculture
accomplishments. The US did nothing and was quiet
and imported all products made with this labor and
under these conditions without any comment. The
desire for a complete cheap supply chain overrode all
ethics. It was this blind eye that allowed the Xi Jinping
administration to plan and execute the final Xinjiang
Solution without any fear of resistance from the US or
other Western governments. The direct violation of the
South China Sea agreement reached with US President
Obama, with no retaliation from the US, gave Xi the
green light to exert his will in Xinjiang and to launch a
major persecution of Christians and the destruction of
churches.

US

Representative McGovern from Massachusetts
announced that he will soon introduce a bill
to ban all imports from Xinjiang into the US. Rep
McGovern is a Democrat who has proven to be a
human rights advocate and willing to work with major
Republican leaders on moving forward human rights
bills. He again showed his leadership by steeping
forward for the cause of the 2-3 million Xinjiang
Uyghurs who are in concentration camps and subject to
slave labor and a host of abuses. While the coronavirus
has been the focus of all the news, a major effort has
been underway to halt the importation of products
into the US that are made using Uyghur forced labor.
Cotton apparel is the focus, but it needs to be clear
that it’s much more than cotton, as man-made fiber
and Viscose fiber is also impacted. The entire Chinese
textile and apparel chain is corrupted by this Uyghur
forced labor. Last week, US newspapers reported that
80,000 Uyghur prisoners were transferred to Eastern
factories to make products for export. The Australian
Strategic Policy Institute and others provided in-depth,
9
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follow the US’s lead? We expect they will slowly do
so as pressure builds. The bill will force any brands
and retailers to accelerate the needed investment
to completely free their supply chains of China
manufacturing, except for the domestic market. It also
brings into question the future of the Xinjiang cotton
industry. It will cost China billions in subsidies to
continue to produce the cotton, store it, and manage
the inventories and logistics through the Reserves, and
then attempt to use it in the domestic market or to
export the apparel to the much less attractive Belt and
Road markets.

The intertwined nature of China’s textile and apparel
supply chain means any product from China must be
viewed as possibly having been a part of Xinjiang.
Let’s start with Xinjiang cotton production, which is
5 MMT or 23 million bales, 63% of pre virus Chinese
cotton consumption. This cotton is heavily subsidized
and costs China over four billion USD annually. The
passage of the proposed bill will mean that any Chinese
product made with Xinjiang cotton will be banned. The
enforcement of this is simple and can be secured with
a test. This means all cotton products from China will
have to come from imported cotton or the small Eastern
crop. Then comes the question of whether the Chinese
product was manufactured in any way in a Xinjiang
plant. If the answer is yes, the product is banned. Then
comes the issue of the forced labor used in the Eastern
plants as verified by the recently leaked documents.

This bill will cause major changes to the global
textile and apparel trade and cotton trade. Stay
tuned as all of this unfolds. We have always admired
the engineering feat of China building an amazing
agriculture production base in Xinjiang. However, we
were very disturbed when we learned of the role of
prison labor in that accomplishment and shocked by
the Uyghur concentration camps. Such a cruel action
has overshadowed the mass improvement in living
standards and agriculture production that China has
achieved.

The House bill has widespread support, and we expect
it to pass and be signed by President Trump. Just for
the record, President Trump showed his support for
the Uyghur people by the appointment of a Uyghur
American to the National Security Council on China
Issues. The question is, will other countries soon

ICE FUTURES FIND SUPPORT IN THE 61/63 AREA
AMID STRONG NON-CHINESE DEMAND

T

It is no longer a question of will the virus impact the
US economy, but to what extent, for how long, and at
what cost? This, of course, adds the US to those markets
that will suffer a reduction in apparel demand. The new
term is what will be in the “Stay at Home” portfolio,
which means lower apparel demand.

he Age of Machines has ushered in some of the
greatest volatility ever experienced in global equity,
bonds, and commodity markets, as the programmers
attempt to stay ahead of what moves the markets. The
machines now have replaced the underlying investor
or hedger as the most important driver in volumes,
which has made the exchange’s share values some
of the hottest in the world. Last week, the impact of
the machines was illustrated by ICE cotton futures
sometime strong correlation with the equity and bond
markets. There was also the machine’s total lack of
response to what was a very impressive US weekly
export sales report. The daily connection of ICE to
actual cotton developments more often than not
appears to be sizeable, which is much the same as the
other Ag futures. The Coronavirus remained the focus
as it spread in the US and other regions around the
world. China continues to attempt to cover up details
and has provided the world with few verifiable facts,
keeping everyone uncertain as to what to expect. By
Friday, the panic caused by the virus had begun to
significantly affect the US economy, as various business
groups announced the halt of travel. Some companies
have told workers to work from home, US airlines
started to cut capacity, and some schools began closing.

Non-Chinese cotton demand is the key to the market
building a base near 60 cents. Demand is very
important, and it is crucial for price stability to return.
Chinese demand is in doubt and faces new uncertainty.
Brazil’s new role as the second largest exporter and its
lack of storage capacity means each season they must
move the crop. We have discussed this fact many times,
but it is an important market dynamic. We can already
see the impact of this just over the past 30 to 60 days.
Fresh Chinese demand for Brazilian cotton has slowed
to a trickle, which has resulted in new aggression in
export sales, with Brazilian selling at discounts to the
US in Turkey, Pakistan, and other markets. Non-Chinese
demand will be crucial in the near-term. So far, we have
not seen any confirmation of the epidemic impacting
orders, but it is logical that at some point it will.
US-planted acreage is set to fall below expectations, but
10
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even lower acreage with higher yields will still leave
the US with a sizeable exportable surplus. However, the
variety of developments now in play to move supply
chains could provide a boost for export demand.
We continue to see prices as having a good chance
of developing a supportive base in the 60-cent area.
Technically, last week’s trade left behind an outside
range session in May, 62.72 to 64.15. A close outside
these boundaries will provide the clue to the nearterm direction. A close below the low would suggest
further downside in prices and indicate that the market
may have to deal with the spec’s moving net short.
May came close to closing below that level Friday,
which makes conditions weak technically. The CFTC
data showed the trade as the aggressive buyer and the
spec’s the seller. The Managed funds were only 4,612
contracts long by Tuesday, which means net short is
close at hand.
The US 10-year-old Treasury Bond hit a new record
low Friday of .70%, drawing calls that some Macro
Funds were pushing bond yields to extremes driven by
the machines. Gold moved sharply higher last week,
gaining 100 USD an ounce. The USD Index drew lots of
attention for its weakness. However, this appeared tied
to the Euro and European currencies and Yen strength
as currencies such as the Brazilian Real hit yet a new
record low. The Euro strength appeared tied to the
sharply lower US ten-year yield. As we said, we tend to
believe prices are entering a period in which they will

attempt to build a base. The Bill about to be introduced
to ban US imports from Xinjiang will open the wait for
a sharp increase in export demand, as any products
made with Xinjiang cotton are banned. Watch this bill.
We believe it will pass. The cotton industry should also
take hope from the acceleration of investments in ESG
investing. Fossil fuels, and plastic have no role in this.
As we move forward, the importance of plant-based
fibers over fossil fuel fibers will mean a entirely new
demand structure.
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